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"Lady Bavarkica" Bentley Raced LeMans  

Race Like There's No Tomorrow! 
 

 

Boris Miksic owner of EcoCortec® 

d.o.o. has been invited by Bentley 

Motors to the inaugural event 

"Back to LeMans, Back to Racing". 

Over the history of the 24 hours of 

LeMans, Bentley motorcars won 

this endurance race more times 

than any other brand. Recently Ines 

Miksic took the delivery of her 

Bentley Continental GTC Speed 

Convertible at Bentley of Munich 

dealership as a birthday gift. The 

car was commissioned by Bentley 

Motors as "Lady Bavarkica" in 

honor of her Bavarian heritage and 

her husband ordered her car in 

Neptune blue color symbolizing the 

legendary blue color of Bavarian 

skies (and her eyes).  

 

Due to traffic congestion around Mulsanne Ines and I lost connection with the Bentley convoy 

as we were approaching the race track. All of a sudden we were surrounded with a bunch of 

race cars mostly Ferraris, Lamborghinis and occasional Ford GT and MacLaren. The noise 

around was so intense as the drivers in their helmets were revving up their engines, so we 
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could not ask where were the rest of the Bentleys. Our GTC Speed was the only Bentley in 

the crowd of racers that were way too serious for this event and there was no shortage of 

adrenaline. Once the gate to the track opened the hell broke loose as those "maniacs" 

catapulted as this was a real 24 hours of LeMans race. All of a sudden my adrenaline kicked 

in so I decided to put our 635 horses to work tuta forca! MacLaren next to us worth several 

million euros was quite annoying with high pitch sound of its racing engine so I decided to 

show him how GTC can "kick but".  

 

There was a chaos around us with crazy Ferraris, Lotuses, Porches racing like there's no 

tomorrow. As it was raining quite heavily, I decided to use the power of W12 in straight 

stretches and inside track in sharp curves as our GTC was much heavier than MacLaren. At 

one point during second circle a black Porche catapulted out of nowhere between us probably 

topping over 250 km/h while we were pacing at 220. I thought for a second the Porsche driver 

was a bit out of control but my eyes were on MacLaren trying to keep pace with the legendary 

race car. 

 

As we were approaching the "Grande Tribune de LeMans" crossing the finish line, I saw a 

bunch of people in orange overalls around a the car hanging off the wall.. guess which car that 

was? Black Porche, of course.  

 

We were happy that our GTC was unharmed and proud that for once we have experienced the 

thrill of LeMans race track! 

 

Ines and Boris 

Rocky kicked butt on LeMans Speedway, just overtaking a MacLaren on a straight shot and after that we passed a bunch of 

Ferraris and Lombarginis. Neptune Blue Bentley, Lady Bavarkica ruled the race! 


